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	This book deals with a programming language, but it isn’t intended for programmers. This is a book for web designers. Specifically, this book is intended for standards-aware designers who are comfortable using CSS and HTML. If that sounds like you, read on.


	This book is made up of equal parts code and concepts. Don’t be frightened by the code. I know it might look intimidating at first, but once you’ve grasped the concepts behind the code, you’ll find yourself reading and writing in a new language.


	Learning a programming language might seem like a scary prospect, but it needn’t be. Document Object Model (DOM) scripting might appear to be more verbose than, say, CSS. But once you have the hang of the syntax, you’ll find yourself armed with a powerful web development tool. In any case, the code is there simply to illustrate the concepts.


	I’ll let you in on a secret: no one memorizes all the syntax and keywords that are part and parcel of any programming language. That’s what reference books are for. This isn’t a reference book. I’m going to cover the bare minimum of syntax required to get up and running with JavaScript.


	In this book, I focus on the ideas behind DOM scripting. A lot of these ideas might already be familiar to you. Graceful degradation, progressive enhancement, and user-centered design are important concepts in any aspect of front-end web development. These ideas inform all the code examples given in this book.


	You’ll find scripts for creating image galleries, animating slideshows, and enhancing the look and feel of page elements. If you want, you can simply cut and paste these examples, but it’s more important to understand the hows and whys that lie behind the code.


	If you’re already using CSS and HTML to turn your designs into working web pages, then you already know how powerful web standards can be. Remember when you discovered that you could change the design throughout an entire site just by changing one CSS file? The DOM offers an equal level of power. But with great power comes great responsibility. That’s why I’m not just going to show you cool DOM scripting effects. I’m also going to show you how to use DOM scripting to enhance your web pages in a usable, accessible way.


	To get all the code examples discussed in the book, pay a visit to www.friendsofed.com and find this book’s page. At the friends of ED site, you can also find out about all the other great books the publisher has to offer on web standards, Flash, Dreamweaver, and much more besides.


	Your exploration of DOM scripting needn’t end when you close this book. I’ve set up a website at http://domscripting.com/, where I continue the discussion of modern, standards-based JavaScript. I hope you’ll pay the site a visit. In the meantime, enjoy the book.
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Enterprise Governance of Information Technology: Achieving Alignment and Value in Digital Organizations (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2019

	This book integrates theoretical advances and empirical data on Enterprise Governance in Information Technology (EGIT) with practical applications based on numerous case examples. The third revised edition of Enterprise Governance of Information Technology provides professionals and students with the most recent research advancements as...
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Lift in Action: The Simply Functional Web Framework for ScalaManning Publications, 2011

	The web has completely revolutionized the way we live our lives—the average person
	in the UK now does an average of six Google searches a day. Within the lifetime of one
	generation, our entire society has changed, and it continues to be catalyzed by technology
	in a very fundamental way. For me, this is the most fascinating thing...
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Encyclopedia of E-collaborationInformation Science Publishing, 2007

	What is e-collaboration? Although this term means many things to many people, Ned Kock broadly defines it as “collaboration among individuals engaged in a common task using electronic technologies.” E-collaboration is not limited to computer-mediated communication (also known as CMC), or computer-supported cooperative work (known...
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Adaptive Hypermedia and Adaptive Web-Based Systems: 5th International Conference, AH 2008Springer, 2008

	Adaptive Hypermedia has emerged as an important area of both academic and deployed research. It encompasses a broad range of research that will enable personalized, adaptive hypermedia systems to play an even more effective role in people’s lives. The Web has enabled the widespread use of many personalized systems, such as recommenders,...
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Liability-Driven Investment: From Analogue to Digital, Pensions to Robo-Advice (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Understand the investment template that dominates the pension industry

	
		Liability-Driven Investment is the practitioner’s guide to this increasingly popular investment template. Already the dominant framework for pension schemes in Europe and the UK, the LDI market is expected to grow significantly...
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Submarine Mass Movements and their Consequences: 7th International SymposiumSpringer, 2015

	This book is a comprehensive collection of state-of-the-art studies of seafloor slope instability and their societal implications. The volume captures the most recent and exciting scientific progress made in this research field.


	As the world’s climate and energy needs change, the conditions under which slope instability...
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